convection.
From this energy conservation, the maximum vertical velocity of convective motion is estimated approximately as the function of the parameters such as the ratio of the cloud area to the associated cloudless area and the static stability of the large-scale enviromental atmosphere. In order to examine the qualitative discussion mentioned above, the numerical experiment of thermal convection in a wet air case is performed.
The results show a good agreement with those obtained by the qualitative discussion.
introduction
In the previous paper (Gambo and Yoshida 1967) one of the authors treated the thermal convection in a special case of dry air. In that paper it was emphasized that the exponential amplification of amplitude of disturbance with time in dry convection was suppressed by the modification of mean static stability due to the upward eddy transport of sensible heat.
In the present paper the thermal convection in case of moist convection is examined. As pointed out by Ogura and Phillips (1962) , the general treatment of moist convection is complicated one compared with that of dry convection, we consider at first the characteristic feature of moist convection from the standpoint of view of scale analysis of disturbance.
By making use of the result obtained from the scale analysis, we express the vertical velocity of convective motion as the functions of the cloud amount, the mean static stability and so on.
If the vertical velocity of convective motion is estimated by the parameters such as the mean static stability and the cloud amount in the largescale motion, the contribution of convective motion to the large scale motion may be roughly obtained. Leith (1965) proposed the relation between the vertical velocity of convective motion and the mean static stability without the theoretical background and he tried to explain the vertical distribution of relative humidity in the tropical region.
In this paper the theoretical consideration about the Leith's proposal mentioned above will be presented.
The basic equations
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the motion in a vertical two dimensional (x, z) plane independent on y, where (x, y, z) coordinates are the usual rectangular coordinates fixed on the earth.
The equations of motion in the x, and z-directions, the continuity equation and the thermodynamic equation may be written in the following way:
Here, the Coriolis force is neglected because we treat the small-scale convective motion and viscous and conduction terms are also neglected. The notations in (2.1)-(2.4) are u = x component of velocity, w = vertical component of velocity, p = pressure, *= potential temperature, * = density, g= gravitational acceleration, Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, T= temperature and dQ/dt= rate of non-adiabatic heating per unit mass due to the release of latent heat of condensation of water vapor. Now we consider the small disturbances superposed on a resting fundamental state of hydrostatic equilibrium.
State variables p, *, T and * are expressed in the form where the suffix zero and the prime denote the fundamental and perturbation quantities respectively.
If we assume that all of p'/p0, *'/*0, T'/T0 and * '/*0 are comparable with or smaller than the magnitude of order 10-1, the following approximation may be allowed with good accuracy.
Scale analysis of convective motion (I)
The scale analysis of equations (2.5)-(2.8) was proposed by Ogura and Phillips by introducing the parameter *=**/* where * is the mean value of potential temperature in the domain we concerned with and ** is the difference between maximum and minimum values of potential temperature. In this section, we use the same principle adopted by Ogura and Phillips. However the main purpose of our scale analysis is focused to find the appropriate equations of motion and the thermodynamic equation for the treatment of moist convection.
Now we introduce the characteristic length D as the unit of length and the characteristic life time as the time unit.
Then we have, where p*=p'/p0, **=*'/*0, **=*'/*0 and T*= T'/T0.
Replacing these relations in (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we may easily obtain where the quantities with prime denote the nondimensional values with order of magnitude unity.
Here we assume the vertical scale of disturbance is of the same order with the horizontal one. It is well konwn that the use of Brunt-Vaisala's frequency as the characteristic life time of disturbance eliminates the acoustic wave.
By introducing non-dimensional variables such as x', z', t', u', and w' the equations (2.5) and (2.6) may be written as follows :
where S = (*/*z) In *0 and R is the gas constant. Here we use the relation of hydrostatic equilibrium such as where Hm = RT0/g and is regarded as the height of homogeneous atmosphere of temperature T0.
From equations (3.3) and (3.4), the nondimensional quantities p* and T* may be expressed and potential energy. Before we discuss such a problem, we examine the continuity equation from the point of view of scale analysis. If we use the non-dimensional variables defined in (3.1) and (3.2), the continuity equation (2.3) becomes as follows :
where the symbole "~" means the same order of magnitude and * = Hm/*2g. Concerning the potential temperature, we have from the relation of in *=1n Tx in p+ const.
where p*' is the non-dimensional value with order of magnitude unity. Thus the equation (4.2) may be written in the following way :
where k=R/cp*0.286 and in *0=in T0 -k In P0. In case of shallow convection, we may have the approximate relation between ** and T* from (3.6) and (3.8) in the following way where C2=Cp/C*RT0 (c* : specific heat at constant volume). Here we use
The value of ** is thus approximated by T* ignoring the effect of the dynamic pressure on T*. This conclusion in case of shallow convection will be used frequently in the following sections. The value of ** is also approximated as follows: In the foregoing section, we obtain the relation between 0*, T*, ** and **. These results were also pointed out by Ogura and Phillips by the different method from our treatment.
The approximate equation of continuity, (4.5) or (4.6) are used for the discussion of energy consideration. Now we consider the rate of change of kinetic energy. The fundamental equations are given from (2.5) and (2.6) in the form:
In deriving (4.11) from (4.10), it is assumed that the normal components of velocity vanish at boundaries or that the motion is periodic in the x-direction.
The interesting point in (4.11) is that the first term of the right-hand side is of the order of *(D/Hm) compared with the second term. The order of magnitude of Rp*p0w *T0/*z in (4.11) may be written in the form :
By making use of p*~D/HmT*, we have By multiplying *0u to (4.7) and *0w to (4.8) respectively, we get If we assume that the basic state of atmosphere is such as **0/*z = 0, the relaion (4.15) holds exactly. However, it must be emphasized that the relation (4.15) may be satisfied even if **0/*z * 40 with sufficient accuracy provided that *~1/10. From this consideration we may understand that the important factor for selecting the basic state of atmosphere is the magnitude of *.
The rate of change of potential temperature
In case of dry convection, the thermodynamic equation (2.8) is written as follows :
In case of moist convecction, however, the energy equation becomes complicated one (Ogura and Phillips). The energy equation is not expected to be simple as well as the equation (5.3). Considering the difficult situation to derive the energy equation in case of moist convection, we consider to obtaine the relation between the kinetic and potential energy of moist convecction under the appropriate assumptions.
For the sake of simplicity, the shallow convection is assumed in the following discussion. Now we assume that the convective motion is schematically expressed as shown in Fig. 1 . The domain of upward current is occupied by the length of * on the horizontal plane, while the downward current exists in the length of (1-*). In this case, the thermodynamic equation becomes as follows :
where Thus the rate of change of potential energy P may be written by multiplying gz on both sides of (5.1) and making use of continuity equation (4.6) (qs : saturation specific humidity, L : latent heat of condensation). F* is the function of temperature and pressure. The relation between *e, *; F* and qs is shown in the Appendix. The continuity equation (4.5) of shallow convection is written in our case is constant with height and the convective motion to be considered is bounded at the bottom by the earth surface, z = 0 and at the top by the level, z=zM. (see Fig. 2 ). If we define Te', Tc', TMe and TMC in the following way, Combining the equations (5.6) and (5.7) with the equations (5.4) and (5.5), we get The dashed line is moist adiabat.
Here the symbols "_ " and "< >" denote the mean values in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively and **dx means the integration with respect to x within the upward current. In deriving the equation (5.10), the assumption that there is no heat exchange through the boundary between the upward and downward currents is also used.
The equation (5.10) menus the uniform heating of the domain we concerned with due to the release of latent heat off condensation. Taking into account of this uniform heating, we consider to simplify the equations (5.8) and (5.9). In the following discussion, we assume, for the sake of In this sense, the second terms of the right-hand side of (5.17) and (5.18) may be neglected compared with other terms. Therefore we have with sufficient accuracy Rearrangements of (5.13) and (5.14) through the continuity equation become as follows :
O n the other hand, the rate of change of kinetic energy in case of shallow convection may be easily obtained from (4.10) with sufficient accuracy as follows:
In order to obtain the rate of change of potential energy, we divide (5.15) by T0c and (5.16) by T0c respectively and we get where and (Pe0; pressure corresponding to Toe, Pc0: pressure corresponding to T0c). In deriving (5.23) from (5.19)-(5.22), we assmue, for the sake of simplicity, that there is no potential and kinetic energy exchange through the boundary of the upward and downward currents.
In case of deep convection, the authors could not find the simple relation such as (5.23).
Estimation of maximum kinetic energy
As mentioned in the previous section, we have the energy integral of convective motion. From the energy integral, we may expect that the decrease of potential energy corresponds to the increase of kinetic energy.
In case of dry convection, the circumstance mentioned above will be clearly explained.
The energy integral (5.3) for dry convection is written in the form, This means that */*t <**> = 0. Thus, under the assumption that the convective motion is bounded in the vertical direction such as shown in Fig. 2 , we may write ** in the following way :
where the suffix zM/2 denotes the value at the level z = ZM/2. In the equation (6.5), ** is approximated by the linear function of z, assuming that the stability factor where and In case of shallow convection, the potential energy P is approximated by P=-gzT*. The conservation of total energy of dry convection gives the following relation is constant with height for the sake of simplicity.
In this case, the potential energy at the initial time becomes where the suffix t=0 or t=* denotes the value at t=0 or t=*. If we select the initial conditions for K and P as follows where the maximum value of <K> will be obtained when the value of<p> becomes minimum, i, e., <p> = 0. Here *0 is regarded as constant because we are concerned with the shallow convection. Thus we have Then, the maximum value of kinetic energy <K>max may be approximated from (6,3) and (6.6) as follows :
Here we assume that <P> is always positive because we are considering the unstable convective If we use P= -gzT * instead of P= -gz** as a case of shallow convection, the relations corresponding to (6.5)-(6.7) may be written By making use of (6.7) or (6.10), we try to estimate the maximum value of kinetic energy in the following section.
Here we would like to add some comment about the relation of (6.2). In our previous paper (Gambo and Yoshida), we derived the following relation, introducing the characteristic wave number m in the vertical direction,
In the numerical experiment, S is regarded as
The finite-difference coordinates for the numerical computation will be i and j, and x=i*x, i=1, 2,......I z= j*z, j=1, 2,......J
The relation of (6.7) or (6.10) gives the value of m as follows :
In the common sense of definition of charact eristic wave number, m2 may be regarded as 1/m2*(zm/*)2 In this sense, we may conclude that the rough estimation for the energy integral about <k> and <p> which was derived in our previous paper was reasonable one.
Numerical experiment in dry air case
In order to check our results which we derived theoretically until the preceeding sections, we perform the numerical experiment in case of shallow convection of dry air.
In our case, the equations of motion (2.5) and (2.6) are rewritten by making use of continuity equation (4.5) in the form of vorticity equation where *x and *z are grid-sizes in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Here the bottom and top boundary surfaces are specified by j= 1 and j = J respectively and the side boundary surfaces are specified by i =1 and i=I.
In the actual computation, we assume that * x =*z=d, and the upper and lower boundaries are considered to be rigid surfaces. It is further assumed that variables such as the stream function * and T* at i = i are the same as those at i =I + i.
The finite difference schemes for the equations (7.1) and (7.2) are not reproduced here, because the details are written in our previous paper. (Gambo and Yoshida) .
In the numerical computation, we use the following constants : d= 500 m, I=200, J=11 and *t=10 sec.
where *t is the time increment which we use for the time integration Although the relation between the maximum value of kinetic energy and the initial value of <S > is discussed in (6.10), we consider now the relation between <K>max and <w2>max. If we assume that where k and m are the characteristic wave numbers in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, the value of <k> may be expressed by <w2> in the form
In our numerical experiment, of L = 2D we may be able to assume that k2*m2 and <k>*<w2> because the disturbance whose characteristic wave length is m**/D will predominate in the vertical direction under the rigid boundaries of z = 0 and z = D. In this situation, the equation (6.10) may be approximated by
The reason why we try to obtain the relation between <w2>max and <S >t=o is that the value of <W2>max is closely connected in case of moist convection to the estimation of latent heat released by the condensation. In Fig. 3 , the time evolution of <w2> in case (A) is shown. As may be seen in the figure, we have the maximum value of <w2>, <w2>max at The full line is the theoretical one. t=29 min. The time when we obtain the value of <w2>max depends upon the initial amplitude of T ' (Gambo and Yoshida) . The value of <w2>max, however, depends upon the initial stability such as shown in (7.3). In Fig. 4 , the relation between <w2>max and is shown.
In the fiugre, the values of *<w2>max in cases (A), (B) and (C) are plotted from the left to right while the theoretical value of *<w2>max estimated by the equation (7.3) is given by the continuous line. As may be seen in the figure, there is a good agreement between the result of numerical experiment and the theoretical estimation.
Numerical experiment of moist convection
The thermodynamic equation is expressed for the moist process in the following way (see Appendix (A. 8) where q is the specific humidity. In case where q*qs, the actual computations of T and q are performed in the following way.
(1) Compute the changes of T and q, *T0 and * q0, for one time increment, *t. where Rv is the gas constant of water vapour. (3) Compare (qs + *qs) with (q+ *q0). If (qs + * qs)*(q +*q0), the computation ends. If (qs +*qs) <(q+ *q0), we compute further * T1 and *q1 which are given by As the example of numerical experiment, the time evolutions of mean kinetic energy, <K> in cases (A) and (B) are shown in Fig. 5 . On the other hand, the time evolutions of <w2> in cases (A) and (B) are also shown in Fig. 6 . As may be seen in Figs. 5 and 6 , the maximum value of <k> in case (A) is about 51 m2/sec2, while the maximum value of <w2> is about 57 m2lsec2. As mentioned in section 7 we may assume that where k and m are the characteristic wave numbers in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Since we may put k2*m2 in our case, because we have k*2*/L, m**/D and L=2D, we get
In this sense, we try to obtain the relation between the decrease of potential energy and the value of <w2>max instead of <K>mzx. The energy integral (5.23) in case of shallow convection is expressed by In case of dry convection, the maximum value of <k> is obtained assuming that the minimum value of <p> corresponds to <k>max. Here the minimum value of <p> means that the lapse rate of mean temperature, -*T/*z becomes the dry adiabatic lapse rate, *'.
Considering this result obtained in case of dry convection, we assume the situation of moist convection in such a way that the maximum value of <k> is obtained when the lapse rate of mean temperature within the region of upward current, -dTc/*z becomes the moist adiabatic lapse rate, *e. When the value of becomes zero, we may expect some change of the lapse rate of mean temperature within the region of downward current. Since it is difficult problem to discuss quantitatively such situation, we assume as follows :
(a) the cloud amount * is constant with time.
(b) (**1-**0gzTe*dxdz is constant with time (c) ****0gZTe*dxdZ=*0<*>g*zTe*dz where <*> is the mean value of ** (d) Fig. 6 . The evolution of <w2>. TS in the figure denotes the value of mean surface temperature.
The assumption (b) means that the amount of increase or decrease of potential energy within the region of downward current is neglected compared with that in the region of upward current. The assumption (d) denotes that <w2> * <K> in case of k2*m2. Here we neglect the change of mean wind field such as u, under the assumption of *u/*z = 0 at the initial time. In general, the decrease of potential energy is partly converted to the increase of kinetic energy of mean zonal flow in case where there is the vertical shear of mean zonal flow. However, this problem will not be considered in this paper.
Following these assumptions mentioned above, we may esaily obtain Since Tc ' is the departure from the wet adiatbat and Tc ' = 0 at z = zM/2 as difined in (5.12), we have where the suffix c denotes the value within the domain of upward current.
Thus the value of <P>t=0 may be approximated by the value of <i 2>max may be estimated from (8.15) if we have the information about <*>. Similar relation that the maximum vertical velocity of the ascending motion is proportional to (*T/*z+*e)1/2 is also discussed by Kuo (1965) and Asai (1967) . In Kuo's case, the proportional constant is obtained as functions of the Rayleigh number and the value of * when the connective motion is stationary.
In our numerical experiment, k2*m2. Thus from (8.12) and (8.13) we get where In deriving the relation (8.14), we assume that the depth of conditionally unstable atmosphere is zM which corresponds to the top of boundary. In case where the depth of conditionally unstable atmosphere, D is less than zM, the equation may be written in the form Since it is very difficult problem to obtain the value of * from the theoretical point of view, we use the empirical result for <*>. In Fig. 7 , the time evolution of * in case (A) is shown as the function of z by the dashed line. Here * is the mean value of * with respect to x. The shaded area is for *>0.25.
For the sake of better understanding, the time evolution of relative humidity averaged in the horizontal direction, q/qs is also shown in the figure by the continuous line. As may be seen in the figure, the relative humidity decreases with time, because there is no vapour supply through the boundary of domain in our experiment. Following the decrease of relative humidity with time, the value of * tends to zero, starting from * =1/2. In our experiment, the initial value of * is assumed as *= 1 /2 in the lower half layer. Considering this circumstance about *, the mean value of *, <*> in (8.14) or (8.15) is assumed as <*> 1/4.
In Fig. 8 , the relation between the value of <w2>max and the potential energy at the initial time is shown. The ordinate denotes the value of *<w2>max obtained by the numerical experiment, while the abscissa means the value of relation expressed by (8.15) where <*=1/4. As may be seen in the figure, the assumptions (a)-(d) mentioned before may be regarded as reasonable ones as the sense of first approximation. If we want to obtain the higher approximation for <w2>max, the assumption (b) must be revised, taking into account the time change of Te* due to <w2>max which is obtained by the first approximation.
Cloud amount and precipitation
In the previous section, we pick up the case where the lower half layer is saturated at the initial time. So, the cloud amount * starts from * =1 /2 in the lower half layer. On the other hand, the mean value of * in case of shallow convection is regarded as the order of 1/100. Kasahara and Asai (1967) also obtained in the numerical experiment that when the moist active cloud system developed, the value of * was several percent.
In order to consider this problem, the following numerical experiment is performed.
The mean distributions of temperature and specific humidity are as follows : This case corresponds to case (A) in section 8 except the distribution of mean specific humidity in the lower half layer. In case (A), the lower half layer is saturated at the initial time while the air is not saturated in this case. The time evolution of * is shown in Fig. 9 as the function of z. Comparing with Fig. 7 , the remarkable difference is that the condensation occurs after 7 min. from the initial time and the cloud base is about 1 km in this case. At about t=30 min, the cloud top approached at the top of boundary. the equation ($.15), the value of V *<W2>max may be expected as 1.9 m/sec, because is 7.7 * 1.0-6m-1 as mentioned in the previous section. In Fig. 11 , the time change of *<w2> is also shown and we may find the approximate value of *<w2>max mentioned above. Now we consider the problem of precipitation. The amount of precipitation, Prec. for the entire column is computed from where *qs= dqs *t and *t is the time unit.
Since dqs/dt= -wcF* as explained in the Appendix, we have where wc, is the upward current. Since F* is the function of P, T and qs, the important factor for estimating the amount of precipitation is to obtain the value of wc. If we assume that the measure of cloud area * is constant. we may have Assuming that <w2> = <we>2, we have from (9.3) and (9.4) the following relation Fig. 11. The evolution of *<w2>.
If the equation (9.1) is approximated by In Fig. 10 , the time change of <*> is shown. The mean value of <*> during the time interval of t = 7~40 min. is about 0.021. If we consider
